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Rationale 
Interconnection‐wide powerflow and dynamics cases are currently developed and maintained for each of 
the four interconnections of North America. Those cases are developed annually by interconnection 
model developers such as the Multi‐Regional Modeling Working Group (MMWG) of the Eastern 
Interconnection Reliability Assessment Group (ERAG)1, WECC, and ERCOT. 
 
Most off‐line planning studies (i.e., operational, near‐term, and long‐term) use powerflow models with 
limited station (substation) topological data representing the physical configuration and operating status 
of the power system breakers. These models have generally represented each station with a single bus at 
each voltage level in the station. The buses are connected to other station buses by branches. Such 
models are known as “bus‐branch” models. The primary focus of these models, which have been 
adequate for most studies, is to evaluate thermal loading on network branches and voltage limitations on 
the ability to serve the load connected to the power system. The primary  
 
limitation of these bus‐branch models has been in the limited ability to simulate breaker operations 
clearing faulted sections of the system (potentially multiple branches), and in the evaluation of the 
resulting power system physical configuration, including flows within a given station. 
 
Since breakers are not explicitly modeled in these bus‐branch models, the models do not lend themselves 
to the study of topological impacts (i.e., alternative station configurations, etc.). The representation of 
contingencies requires knowledge of the station configuration. This is a critical limitation for both off‐line 
operational and planning (i.e., near‐term and long‐term models) studies. If stations are explicitly modeled 
with their breaker configuration connecting nodes within the stations and analysis software is enhanced 
to take advantage of these “node‐breaker” models, contingency identification and processing could be 
fully automated to a large extent. Processing and managing models in this manner would simplify 
simulation of the actual contingencies that could occur during any time‐frame for planning and 
operational assessments. This could result in more efficient processing of topological changes for 
Transmission Operators (TOPs), Transmission Planners (TPs), and Planning Coordinators (PCs). 
 

                                                      
1 Hydro Québec TransÉnergie is included in the models of the Eastern Interconnection. 
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Original Publication Approved by the Planning Committee December 10, 2013. 
 
To summarize, “node‐breaker” modeling greatly improves: 

• visibility of equipment status; 

• visibility/understanding of station configuration; 

• simplifies the study of critical contingencies; 

• simulation of protection system operation; 

• identification of operating capabilities industry‐wide (i.e., SOLs, IROLs, etc.); and 

• accuracy of operating and planning assessments. 
 
Real‐time Energy Management Systems (EMS) use a node‐breaker representation. Node‐breaker models 
provide a physical representation and the operating status of the breaker configuration at each station. 
Accordingly, the implementation of contingencies in these models can automatically recognize multi‐
terminal lines, split ring buses, and other such topological features.  
 
Availability of node‐breaker models for off‐line studies may take several years and will require a 
significant investment of resources. Immediate implementation of a node‐breaker representation for all 
Regions or Areas in interconnection‐wide cases may not currently be practical due to software and data 
management limitations.  Interconnection wide node‐breaker models may not be necessary to achieve 
the benefits previously noted.  Initially the interconnection‐wide cases could continue to be developed 
using the current bus‐branch level of detail, with the node‐breaker detail maintained by the Planning 
Coordinators for their planning areas. In that way, a user of the interconnection‐wide case could include 
the node‐breaker details of its own system for use in their studies, while the rest of the system retains a 
bus‐branch level of detail. It should be noted that the node‐breaker data for each Planning Coordinator 
area will eventually need to be developed and maintained in a manner for efficient sharing with adjoining 
neighbors as needed. 
 
It is recognized that software capabilities will need to be enhanced in order to implement this proposal. 
Many of these capabilities have already been developed to some extent by powerflow software vendors. 
The programs have incorporated node‐breaker models without significantly reducing the computational 
speed from which accurate power system assessments are obtained. Currently, software validation work 
is underway to insure accurate identification of system configurations simulating breaker operations to 
isolate faulted sections of a power system while maintaining robust solutions. 
 
Requirements for Implementation 
A number of issues need to be resolved before node‐breaker modeling can be widely implemented for 
planning studies. Industry agreement on the capabilities, parameters, description, characteristics, 
contents, etc. of node‐breaker models has to be achieved. The effort has transitioned to analysis and 
results reporting.  The NERC SAMS Node‐Breaker modeling task force, collaborating with industry, is a 
primary venue for these discussions. The extent to which node‐breaker modeling will be employed for 
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various types of models will also need to be decided. Powerflow models for a particular Region or Area 
may have more node‐breaker detail than is employed in the interconnection‐wide cases. The node 
breaker detail in an area can be collapsed into a bus‐branch model when assembled into a larger 
interconnection‐wide case and outside the focus of the study. 
 
Industry agreement on a data exchange format will also be needed and could be addressed through NERC 
SAMS.  CIM (Common Information Model) is an existing possibility for such data exchange. However, the 
resulting file sizes make CIM impractical for interconnection‐wide case development. 
 
As noted above, much of the power system simulation software currently in use, does not possess the 
capability to automatically process node‐breaker data and desired contingency analysis. Continued 
development of software tools for off‐line planning studies that implement node‐breaker capabilities is 
essential for the widespread use of node‐ breaker models. Such new improved capabilities should include: 

• Topological processing: 

 Ability to determine which breakers are needed to isolate a given element or group of 
elements under a common protection system; and 

 Automated contingency analysis that identifies each of the possible element outage scenarios 
for a given class of contingencies (such as stuck breakers) using the node‐ breaker information; 

• Capability of applying “node‐breaker” representations on a station by station basis; 

• Ability to reduce “node‐breaker” detail to a “bus‐branch” representation for selected stations, 
such as those in a particular area or zone; 

• Ability to specify a “node‐breaker” or a “bus‐branch” view of the data and solution; and 

• Ability to find a powerflow solution in a timely manner (includes both topological processing and 
numerical solution). 

 
It is necessary to test node‐breaker models on a trial basis before attempting widespread implementation 
throughout the industry. A pilot program using a prototype of the proposed node‐breaker 
implementation should be instituted with Regions or Areas that are interested and willing to participate. 
Software vendors should participate in this pilot program. 
 
As node‐breaker models become standard in the industry, changes to processes for maintenance of the 
model data will be needed. Existing off‐line study model databases and data sources will need to be 
expanded to accommodate the addition of node‐breaker data. 
 
As node‐breaker models are implemented in off‐line models, it is recommended that the element 
identifiers be aligned with those in the operational system models. This alignment would enable the 
creation of a single data source or model validation between sources of planning and operational models. 
Dynamics data also needs to be mapped to the element identifiers in node‐breaker models. 
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Finally, and most importantly, commitment from industry to the implementation and use of a “node‐
breaker” representation for off‐line study models is essential. The transition to “node‐breaker” from “bus‐
branch” will greatly improve model quality and system assessment capabilities. 
 
Current Challenges for Power System Modeling 

• Duplicative maintenance of equipment data in real‐time models and operational planning (off‐ 
line) models 

• Potential inconsistencies in operational planning and real‐time modeling data 

• Difficulty in benchmarking operational planning (off‐line) models with real‐time data 

• Some topology dependent contingencies may be overlooked or incorrectly defined 

• Limitations with automatically defined contingencies leading to an incomplete set of simulation 
results 

 
Benefits of Using Node-Breaker Topology Representation for Off-line 
Study Models 

• Facilitation of model benchmarking to real‐time conditions 

• More accurate representation of the transmission system 

• Automatically recognizing split buses/stations and multi‐terminal lines 

• Reduced number of errors in defining and processing contingencies 

• Allow analysis of individual busses and equipment nominal capacity 

• Easier to simulate the Requirements of TPL‐001‐latest 

• Capability to readily transfer real‐time data into off‐line study environment by having common 
element identification 

 
Future Challenges for Power System Modeling  

• To   reduce   processing   time   of   topology   processing   when   computing   solutions (already 
accomplished according to one vendor) 

• To gain a consistent implementation of software for node‐breaker / bus‐branch by various vendors 
so that data may be easily transferred between programs from different vendors 

• To develop transition for auxiliary data files used with simulation software 
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Implementation Action Items 
1. Establish a uniform structure of elements and parameters for exchange of node‐breaker 

representations that accommodate existing data (Dec 2015) COMPLETE 

a. Breakers 

b. Disconnects 

c. Bus/station identification(s) (may want multiple fields for different users, such as operations 
and planning) 

d. Node identification fields 

e. Other applicable elements 

2. Establish data exchange format and write specification for software developers (Dec 2015) 
COMPLETE 

3. Initial software development (Dec 2017) COMPLETE 

a. Development of automated contingency recognition 

b. Development of topology processing 

c. Collapsibility of topology details from node‐breaker representation into bus‐branch 
representation 

4. Small‐scale pilot program (with interested Regions or Areas) (Dec 2018) ONGOING in SAMS 
subgroup. 

a. Construction of a node‐breaker model for selected small areas in planning models. 

b. Important to test each major software program to ensure compatibility between programs 
(PSS/e, PSLF, PowerWorld, Powertech DSA Tools, PowerGEM TARA). 

5. Compare off‐line node‐breaker models to existing real‐time operations models (Dec 2019) 

6. Next steps (To be completed by December 2021): 

a. Determine how an entity can share their portion of the model with neighbors. 

b. Testing of automated contingency function of PSS/e. 

c. Transient stability testing. 

d. Reconciliation of node‐breaker models (constructed in steps 1 through 5 from real‐time data) 
with existing bus branch models 

e. Provide thoughts for future relay system integration with node breaker cases 
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